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March Mewsletter
Forgotten Temple Fragrance:
The Uncomfortable Truth About Ancient Aromatic Trade Regulations. By Lady Monique

Meetings & Practices:

Once upon a time...someone told me real witches make their own incense from
scratch just like the ancients.

Next Meeting at the home of
March 24, Work moot for Haire
Affaire, Lord Pedro and Lady
Emelye, Marshfield.

They lied.
Just trying to track down the given ingredient the old recipe called for can be a right
foul headache, and even the old sellers of such things were fibbing.
This brings us to the ingredient of my current research. See I was trying to make
Greek 'kupur', and imitation of Egyptian 'kyphi' incense because Syriac actually has
a recipe with measurements. And ingredients I thought I could find. The trouble is
one called 'aspalathus' that is frequently argued about.
So I went back to the Greek authority of the day' Dioscorites' only to find him complaining about the same thing as the honorable Kasia of our fair society: adulteration
and mislabeling of plants. Just as she can point out that false spikenard is all over the
modern market, he too points out that not all Valerian family members were the
same, despite what your local apothecary told you. He's even kind enough to spell
out tips for spotting the fakes.

Heavy Weapons and Fencing Practice,
See the Shire Facebook page https://
www.facebook.com/
groups/102651729820675/
Submissions are welcomed. contact
Lady Anna at the following: Hollyheise@Gmail.com
Future Events:
March 30th Haire Affaire
May 11th Portage County Culteral Fest
Demo
August 2nd-4th Poor Man’s Pensic

He also comments in his own introduction on fake frankincense made from fir sap.
Pliny also makes mention of cheats being used in cosmetics and medicines. To complicate maters even further, the Greek kupar recipe has another common modern
practice: skimping on true cinnamon with it's cheaper cousin in a 1 to 2 ratio to save
cost. These days unless you're looking at the sticks, you got an adulterated version
even when you spent extra for true cinnamon, but that's perfectly period. One could
even cal it a tradition at this point.
So what are we to do? Give up? Or we can look at substitutions used in the old
world. After all, in some cases we're not making that radical of a change to a recipe
so much as a subtle nuance. King Tut's tomb excavation mistook spikenard for valerian perfume, so they are similar enough that a lab is needed to tell the difference in
finished recipes, so the suggestion that it was already common in the market place of
old to exchange one for the other is really reasonable. It's one thing to tell a root
from another, but an infused oil, incense ball, or perfume solid is a whole other field
of identification. Especially when you can't trust the sellers of the roots in the first
place.
And what about the aspalathus? Well, the Greeks were likely using the Greek market
place to get theirs, and the Greek writers to tell the real from fake. So I'm going with
what the Greek herbalist has to say about it over anything used in Rome or Arabia as
a reference. Were I working on a later peoriod recipe from another region, I would
rely more on later descriptions from the region one would be shopping in to catch the
sneaks and cheats of the time, but this very old school formula needs a very old
school herbal record to make any educated guess.
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'KUPEIROS has leaves like porrum [2-179] but longer and more slender; and a stalk of a foot high or higher with corners like juncus odoratus [4-52,1-16] on the top of which there emerge little leaves and seed. Use has been made of
the roots of this for as long as the use of the olive. They lie underneath, adhering together — round, black, smelling
good, bitter. It grows in clay or shale places as well as marshy. The best is heaviest — thick, full, hard to break, rough
with a particular sharpness, such as the Silician and Syrian, and that from the Cycladean Islands.
It is warming, dilates the narrow openings of blood vessels and is diuretic. A decoction (taken as a drink)helps those
troubled with stones [urinary, kidney] and dropsy and also those bitten by scorpions. Applied as a warm pack it is good
for chills of the vulva and its obstruction, drawing down the menstrual flow. Dried and pounded to powder it is good
for an ulcerous mouth, even though the ulcers are erosive. It is mixed with warm compresses for heating, and is effective for thickening ointments. Some speak also of another kind of KUPEIROS, like ginger, which grows in India, which
when chewed is found to taste bitter like saffron. Applied as an ointment it presently removes hair [depilatory]. The
Romans call it the root of the bulrush, others the bulrush. Some call KUPEIROS, as well as aspalathus, by the name of
erysisceptrum. '
'Apalathus is a woody kind of shrub with many prickly thorns — growing in Istrus, Nisyrus, Syria and Rhodes — which
the ointment makers use for thickening their ointments. The best is heavy, and after it has been harvested inclining to
a red or a purple colour, thick, fragrant, and bitter to the taste. There is also another kind of it with scattered bristles or thorns — white, woody, without any smell — which is considered the worst. It has a heating and astringent
quality. As a result, boiled in wine and gargled, it is good for an ulcerated mouth and gangrenous ulceration in the genitals. It is infused for unclean discharges and fetid nasal discharges; and put into a pessary it is an abortifacient. A decoction stops bowels, and taken as a drink it stops bloody vomiting, and dissolves painful urination and gaseousness. It is
also called sphagnon, or phasganon, the Syrians call it diaxylon, and some, erysisceptron.'
(Dioscorites descriptions from 'Dioscorides - Materia Medica' of two plants sold by the same name.)

Now both of these are included because they are sold by a common name, meaning that the Greeks making the Syriac recipe may have had no idea what root they had since both can have dark reddish or purple roots despite being quite different
plants up top. The first is thought to be in the family Cyperus, possibly the same variety that papyrus was made from, the
other is often thought to be spiny broom. And both are described as having roots with a bitter scent.
Now while Dioscorides makes the distinction between the two, they are listed with overlapping medicinal properties as well
as the aromatic similarity. So a buyer could easily mistake one for the other in a market place as a whole herb, and apothecaries would exploit that depending on demands, availability, and ignorance of the buyers. Remember, this is a period
where traveling from one end of the world to the other could take years, and many people never left the town they were
born in, so fact checking the plant's origin and species without the whole plant intact would be nearly impossible even for
well meaning healers.
How does this change floral concoctions from Arabia where sweet vanilla like scents are infused into oils? It doesn't. Dioscorides isn't talking about any kind of flower use for his record; he's focused on the root. This means that while there was
another plant part known by the same name and used in fragrances, the Greeks in this age were likely only getting the
pressed oils from afar, not the blooms. Oils would also not be measured in drams, but roots or root powder would be.
SO what root to use?.....Well, finding the roots of spiny broom for sale has proved problematic, and even the flower extraction is really not an open market sort of thing. I would need someone to go to the east and find a way to ship wild harvest
over. Most people call it a weed since the leaves smell like burnt rubber when you rub them, but it's still used as a bowel
aid....if you can choke it down. Cyperus on the other hand is pretty available as an essential oil, and while not the same as a
whole root, at least I found the relevant family. It's also much more likely to surface as a potted plant in this country, so I
could grow my own even if I'm a bit off the original.
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Since the Greek incense makers couldn't always tell these apart, it IS a period approach to the formula.
In conclusion, for all that we modern recreation enthusiast can find many an unkind word for shifty retailers of adulterated
or fake botanical imports, it's not a new issue by any stretch of the imagination, and people made it work anyway. Furthermore, by looking at the cheats of old, we can find many an available substitute that was already in use in period to stand in
for the rare or impossible to find original ingredient, and still be well within period formulation. So perhaps the ideal that we
can blend the ancient scents of forgotten temples wasn't a crazy ideal after all.....

THE T IME

OF OUR
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Business Meeting (Moot) Minutes at the home of Lord Alessandro and Lady Mary
February 17
Seneschal: Met with Fairgrounds personnel for Poorman's. Expect to have a walkthrough in april or may. They
seem excited to have us. Seneschal report submitted.
Chatelaine: Demo at the Portage County Cultural Faire, May 11. We have one table. Event starts at 10 and goes
to 5. People must be at the booth at all times.
Exchequer: The Shire's Financial policy was passed around and signed by the Seneschal. Domesday report was
submitted with no problems.
Chronicler: Mewsletter nearly ready.
Archery: No New business
Herald: No New business.
Webmistress: Please submit HA info! Aware of wrong date on website (Edit: It has been fixed). She will be unable to work on the website from March 10-17 for mundane reasons.
Thrown Weapons: No New Business. Eagerly waiting for spring.
Heavy Weapons: No new business.
A&S Minister: Working on classes for HA. Have a children's toys class.
Rapier: Not Present.
Poorman's: Set fees for event; same as last year's.
Haire Affaire: Full house for Royalty. Need donations for care and feeding of same. Please consult websites for
preferences and dislikes.
A final note before closing, as will be discussed later: there will be more Kingdom involvement in social media.
YIS,
Pedro
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Lady Arianna’s Tablet Weaving Loom crafted and
designed by Lord Rogan

Publishing Disclaimer
“This is the March 2019, issue of the Mewsletter, a publication of the Shire of Falcon’s Keep of the Society for Creative AnachronismWisconsin, Inc. (SCA-WI, Inc.). The Mewsletter is available from Holly Heise, W1857 US Hwy 10, Granton, WI. 54436.
It is not a corporate publication of SCA-WI, Inc., and does not delineate SCA-WI, Inc. policies. Copyright © 2015 Society for Creative Anachronism-Wisconsin, Inc. For information on reprinting photographs, articles, or artwork from this publication, please contact the Chronicler,
who will assist you in contacting the original creator of the piece. Please respect the legal rights of our contributors.”
Submissions are accepted until the 20th of the previous month, preferably as a Word document inserted into an email. Writing and artwork are
the property of the originator and may not be used without permission of the author or artist. Submission to the Mewsletter editor will be taken
as one time permission to publish.
Contact the Chronicler, Lady Anna Meyer (MKA Holly Heise), for further information, HollyHeise@gmail.com
This publication will be available on the Falcon’s Keep webpage at www.falconskeep.org. If you require a paper copy, please contact the
Chronicler. If you wish to make a contribution to defray mailing costs, please give it to the Exchequer of Falcon’s Keep.
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Officers of Falcons Keep
Seneschal: Lord Pedro de Benavides (MKA Bart Forman) elcidandalus@gmail.com
Deputy Seneschal: vacant
Pursuivant: Lord Gustav Kellermeyer (MKA Paul Heise)
W1857 US Hwy 10, Granton, WI. 54436 (715)238-0052
p.f.heise@gmail.com
Exchequer: Lady Arianna d a Lucca (MKA Dona Panter)
4321 80th St S, Kellner, WI(715)213-2069 Arianna_rogan@yahoo.com
Deputy Exchequer: Vacant
Knights Marshall: Lord Justinian of Cherson justinian@tznet.com
Deputy: Lady Yoshida Kiku (MKA Tracy Kiku)
web.falconskeep@gmail.com
Marshall of Fence : Herr Baldwin Von Trier jbahr627@gmail.com
Marshall of Archery: Lady Anna Meyer (MKA Holly Heise)
W1857 US HWY 10 Granton, WI 54436 (608)-617-8186 hollyheise@gmail.com
Marshall Of Thrown Weapons: THL Alessandro (MKA Jason Welker)
104 N. Florence St. Rothschild WI 715-297-1230 chaosgeneral@charter.net
Equestrian Marshal: THL Anna z Pernstejna (MKA Joyce Mueller) ajmllr@tds.net
Minister of Arts & Sciences: Lady Mary of Falcon’s Keep
Minister of Youth: Katharine de Sainct Denis (MKA Katherine Seibel)
D3022 Folz Rd. Stratford, WI kate@folklorefarms.com
Chronicler: Lady Anna Meyer (MKA Holly Heise)
W1857 US HWY 10 Granton, WI 54436 (608)-617-8186 hollyheise@gmail.com
Chatelaine: Lady Emelye Ambroys Chatelaine.falconskeep@live.com
Deputy Chatelaine: Lucia dell'Emelia (MKA Caity Carmody)
Web Minister: Lady Yoshida Kiku (MKA Tracy Kiku)
web.falconskeep@gmail.com
Social Media Relations: Lady Yoshida Kiku web.falconskeep@gmail.com
Historian: Pedro de Benavides (MKA Bart Forman) elcidandalus@gmail.com
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THE CHRONICLER’S QUILL
I Love winter and I am eager to list what I think my ancestors did with their winters. They wove
fine fabrics and sewed clothing for the coming. They made shoes, and toys. They told stories and
sang songs while they knitted socks and mittens. They carved spoons and toys out of odd bits of fire wood, and they
made furniture. They repaired farming equipment and horse tack. Some had marshal practice, but some worked on
recovering from previous battles. They sang and danced. Sometimes they played in the snow and skated on the ice.
They ate from the labors of their hands. Smoked pork, smoked fish, and cheeses were their foods. They drank beer and
wine, and they put fruit preserves or bacon grease on slices of bread. They ate sauerkraut and other pickled vegetables.
They hunted wild game. The weather got harsh and sometimes severe, but my people did what they have always done.
They persevered. I know this, because I am here to tell this tale.
Hunters in the Snow—Peter Bruegel 1565

Details from: WINTER LANDSCAPE WITH SKATERS BY PIETER BRUEGEL

Northshield Events Calendar
March, 2019
Gulf Wars XXVIII
Saturday March 9-16, 2019 53
Kingdom of Gleann Abhann (Lumberton MS)
That Moot Thing (TMT) 2019
Friday March 22-24, 2019 53
Canton of Coille Stoirmeil (Tomah WI)
Haire Affaire Saturday March 30, 2019 53
Shire of Falcon's Keep (Auburndale WI)

April, 2019
To Die By the Sword-Plead the Fifth
Saturday April 6, 2019 53
Shire of Silfren Mere (West Concord MN)
Northshield Spring Coronation
Saturday April 13, 2019 53
Barony of Jararvellir (Waterloo WI)
Road to the Isle XXII: The Jorvik Adventure
Saturday April 20, 2019 53
Shire of Mistig Waetru (Calumet MI)

May, 2019
Bardic Madness XXIX: The Bards of Avonwood Saturday May
4, 2019 54
Shire of Avonwood (Marshall MN)
Northshield Spring Crown Tournament Saturday May 11, 2019 54
Barony of Caer Anterth Mawr (Stoughton WI)
Mermaid's Retreat XXVI - Myths and Monsters
Shire of Turm an dem See (Valders WI)

Friday May 17-19, 2019 54

Middle Kingdom 50 Year Celebration Friday May 24-27, 2019 54
Kingdom of Middle (Danville IN)

